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This report describes the development CL"1d validation of the ~.~STRl..'! 
model of the B-1 aircraft 2 (A/C-2) fairin!Z structure. The de,relopment of 
this model completes the seven substructures defined in the Airloads Research 
Study NASTRAN Model Plans. Subseauently, these seven ~ASTR~~ subst~cture 
models \\fill be joined to fom the :'iASTRil.N model representation of the total 
aircraft structure. The intent is to utilL:e the assembled ~L~" model 
computed stiffness matrL"( in conjt.mction with the FLEXSTAB program !or 
aeroelastic analysis. The application of these advanced. programs on a large, 
flexible aircraft that has accumulated significant flight-test data will add 
to the technolo~ base for future transport aircraft. 
During this contract phase, the ~TR~'1 model plan for the fairir.g 
structure was expanded. in detail to generate the ~ASTRAN model of this ::ub-
structure. The grid point coordinates, element definitions, material 
properties, and sizing data for each element were specified. 
The fairing model was throughly checked out for continuity, connectIVIty, 
and constraints. The substructure \vas processed for structural influence 
coefficients (SIC) point loadings to determine the deflection characteristics 
of the fairing model. Finally, a demonstration and validation processing of 
this substructure was accomplished JSing the ~A5TRAN fL"1ite-ele~ent program 
installed at the NAS~ DFRe facility. The bulk data deck, sti=fness matri~es, 
and SIC output data were delivered to ~A DFRC. 
I)JTRODUCTrON 
A/C-2 (figure 1) is employed in the Airloads Survey Flight Test program. 
This aircraft has undergone extensive ground testing to calibrate the strain 
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gages utilized in the airloads survey. The aircraft provides a reasonable 
simulation of a future transport aircraft since it employs ~ie large, flexible 
structure (figure Z) envisioned in future transport designs. 
The airloads data gathered during the flight-test program ~an be utili:ed 
in the evaluation of NASA computer programs recently developed to enhance 
the analytical techniques of predicting aeroelastic ~esponse of large, 
flexible aircraft. These analytical techniques include cornputeri:ed structural 
analysis programs such as ~c:::rRA'J and FLEXSTAB. 
Since the B-1 development program involves all e~~erimental tests needed 
to correlate the analytical predictions ~iith actual measured results, detailed 
plans for constructL~g a ~ structural model of the B-1 airframe suitable 
for use on the NASA/DFRC Cyber computer were initiated. This model is of 
mininr..un complexity to give satisfactory flexibility characteristics for the 
FLEXSTAB aeroelastic analysis. Included in this rodel are the control 
surfaces, control system stiffness, and secondary leading edge an~ trailing 
edge structure. Ouring this contract phase, detailed plans for constructing 
a ~ASTRAN model of the fairing substructure were implemented. Grid point 
coordinates for this substructure were coded for each element, and the material 
properties and sizing data were specified. The bulk data were throughly 
checked using interactive graphics techniques. The data \,-ere evaluated for 
~ontinuity, connectivity, and constraints. In addition, the SIC point load-
ings were applied to compute the deflections at selected locations. A 
demonstration and validation processL~g of the ~ASTR~'J model substructure \~as 
accomplished using the X4.STRAN finite-element program installed OP_ the ;":A5.-\ 
DFRC Cyber computer. 
AIRCRAFT DeSCRIPTION 
The B-1 aircraft is a prototype long-range supersonic comber "ith the 
capability of high-speed flight at low altitude. Configuration dimensions 
and general arrangement are presented in figure A-I. The aircraft utili:es 
a blended \iing-body concept with variable-sweep wings, a single vertical 
stabilizer with a three-section (-.rpper, intermediate, and lower) rudder, 
and horizontal stabilizers which operate independently to provide both pitch 
and roll control. The variable-s\ieep (15 to 67.5 degrees) wing, equipped w1th 
slats, spoilers (which also function as speed brakes), and flaps, provides the 
aircraft with a highly versatile operating envelope. Canted vanes, molUlted 
on each side of the foniard fuselage, are part of the structural mode control 





The alrcraft is powered by rour Y~lOl-GE-luO dual-rotor augmentea 
turbofan engines in the 30, 000 -pound -thrust class. The engines are lIDunted 
in twin nacelles below the wing, approximately at the left and right wing 
pivot points. For supersonic speeds, an air induction control system varies 
the internal geometry of the nacelle inlet ducts to maintaL~ the required 
airflow to the engines for all flight conditions. 
FAIRING 
The total fairing substructure consists of the oven~ing fairings shO\~n 
in figure 3 and the undenvL~g fairings shmvn in figure 5. The fairing 
support structure is shown in figure ~. 
The ovelWing fairing is comprised of the upper pi \"ot fairings, the 
fOlWard intermediate fairing, and the oveIi~ing movable fairing. The upper 
pivot fairings are above the wing pivot fitting and cover the region from 
fuselage stations 875 to 1036 and butt lines 119 to 188. These fairings are 
laminated fiberglass panels which are preloaded against the wing surface. 
TIle fOTh"ard intermediate fairing, aft of the pivot fairings, is a sand\'iich 
panel \o/ith an aluminlDll core and fiberglass cover. This panel is cantilevered 
f!'om the fuselage. The ovelWing Ii1Ovab1e fairing is a full-depth fiberglass 
honeycomb panel ~nich extends aft to approximately fuselage station ll~O. This 
movable fairing has a hinge support mounted on the fonvard intermediate fairing 
panel. The movable fairing is actuated by' a track/trolley arrangement mounted 
on the mo'table fairing \vi th support cormection to the \ving inboard trailing 
surface structur-e. 
nle unde!'wing iauings are ..:omprised of the Im'icr pivot iairi11g a.'1c. 'C!1.e 
intermeciiate and aft under,.;ing fairing panels. The lm·,er pivot fairing is 
below the wing pivot fitting and covers the region between fu..c;elage stations 
S;5 and 993 from butt lines 119 to 188. This fairing segment is constructed 
of laminated fiberglass and is pre10aded against the wing stlucture. The 
intermediate and .aft panels extend over the top of the nacelle structure and 
are supported by a series of linkages mounted on the nacelle structure. These 
linuges enable the panels to be actuated up or do\ .. n during the wingsweep 
operations. The lower intermediate fairing panel is a machined aluminum plate. 
The lower aft panel is a sandwich panel with altuninum core and fiberglass face 
sheets. 
Figures 6 through 8 are photographs sho\ .... ing the ovenving fairing during 
the wing sw-eep operation. The phot attach region of the su-pport structure is 





















Figure 6. - Fairing position at fOTI\'ard sweep. 
Figure 7. - Fairing position at intermediate sweep. 
Figure 8. - Fairing position at aft sweep. 
Figure 9. - Fairing support structure to wIng attachment. 
fonvard. Figure 10 shows a partial view of the Lmderwing fairi..-1g linkage 
mechanism. 
0IASTR-XN HCDELS 
The detailed plans for the finite-element modeling of the A/C-2 
structure intended for use with the NASA cosmc release of ~ASTR-\'\ level 16.0 
on the NASA DFRC Cyber computer constrain.s the model to the minimum complexity 
to give satisfactory flexibility characteristics for FLEXSTAB aeroelastic 
analysis. 









Hori:ontal stabilizer; leading edge, and trailing edg~ 
Vertical stabilizer; leading edge, and rudders 
Nacelle structure 
Wing outer panel, flaps, slats, and outboard transition ribs 
Forward fuselage structure 
Aft fuselage structure, wing carry-through structure (h'CTS), and 
inboard transition lugs 
Overwing and undenving fairings 
In addition to modeling the A/C-2 airframe structure to represent the 
flexibility characteristics, the model was designed to provide stress data 
at the airload survey strain. gage locations for each component. In these 
regions, the model complexity was increased to provide the desired accuracy. 
In some regions, the complexity was dictated by the :--iASTRAN aspect-ratio 
constraints. During this contract phase, the NASTRAI\ model plans for the 
fairin~; structure were implemented to generate the XASTRA"! model for this 
substnlcture. The description of this model, which was demonstrated and 
validated on the NASA DFRC Cyber computer s;rstem, is presented herein. 
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Figure 10. - Underwing fairing linkage mechanism. 
Fairing NASTR!~\J ~Iodel 
ThE~ N.A.S'fRA1'J fairing model is configured to be representative of the 
A/C-2 structur~. The aluminum structure which forms the leading edges of the 
upper and lower pivot fairings bettveen fuselage stations 863 and 875.5 has been 
idealizE~d using the ~TRAN plate elements CQUAD2 and CTRIA2. The fuselage 
:Station SiS. S aluminum bulkhead has been idealized as a series of conrods and 
:shear pcmels. The laminate fiberglass sections and aluminum region of the 
fairing structure have been idealized by the NASTAA'J plate elements CQUAD2 
:md CTRIA2, wich include bending, membrane, and transverse shear effects. The 
sandwich contruction regions have been modeled utili::ing the NASTR~'l' CQU.A.Dl 
:and CTRIAI sandwich 131ements, which include bending, membrane, and transverse 
shear effect. The support structures for the pivot fairi.Tl.gs are represented by 
CSA.I{ elements h"i th titanium material properties, except for the upper beam at 
£uselag~~ station 992 and the lower outooarc! beam extending from iuselage 
stations 884 to 944, which are made of steel. The remaining fairing sv.1'port 
structure is represented by CBAR elements '..Ising aluminum material properties. 
The connections of the various fairing segments at the slio-slide joints are 
represented by the ~!ASTRd.N CELASl elements. 
A summarl of the nt.D1lber of grid points and element types utili:ed for 
the modE~l ideali:ation of the fairing structure is presented in tab Ie I. 
ThE~ motiel diagrams of the fairi"~ ~llhst"'llctu,..e which defin~ the elf'l1lt~n.t 
types, .E~lement ID numbers, and grid ntunbering systems are presented in figures 
C-l through C-8. 
The fairing is constrained vertically along the leading edge at fuselage 
station 863 and along the fuselage interface from fuselage stations 863 
through 1096. The fairing is also constrained in the inboard-outboard direc-
tion along the fuselage interface. The beam at fuselage station 944 is con-
str<;l.ined vertically at butt line 148.0. The oven'ling movable fairing is 
restrained vertically at fuselage station llOS and at butt line 134 to 
represent the fairing-to-wing tie. The undenving fonvard fairing panel is con-
!~trained vertically at the four linkage points at fuselage stations 1142 and 
1139. The underw:i.ng aft panel is constrained in three directions at fuselage 
station 1243.5. ..
ThE! Air10ads Research Study NASTRAl'~ model was thoroughly checked out for 
continuity, connectivity, and constraints using interactive grarhics tech-
niques. This model was then processed for the loading applied at each SIC 
point (table C-1 and figures C-9 and C-10), with fairing structure appropri-
ately supported. The deflections computed for these SIC loadings are shO\\'TI 
in figures C -11 through C -1 S • 
is 
TABLE I. - ARS NASTRAJ'J ~!ODEL STATISTICS 
NASTRN'J model elements 
Description 
of ~o. Shear Sandwich Scalar 
substructure of grids Rods Bars panels plates Plates Springs 
Fairings 304 10 167 :) 64 120 -6 
Element ~ASTRAJ\J nomenclature 
Rod = CONROD 
Bar = CBAR 
Shear panel = CSHEAR 
Sandwich = CQUADI and CTRIAl 
Plate = CQUAD2 and CTRIA2 
Scalar spring = CEL.,\Sl 
BULK DATA 
The NASTRA'J model coordinates, s~:lng, material properties, ~~d loading 
data are presented in the NASTRA'J progr~~ input format. Since these data are 
identified by colunm ntmtbers,' excerpts from the ~ASTRA\i Use-r' s ~!anual \'ihich 
define the contents of the card colurrms for each card type are included. The 
format of the sorted bulk data for each element type is presented on pages 25 
. through 4S. This format is applicable to the ~ASTR'\i\i model bulk data pre-
sented on pages 72 through 93. 
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Appendix A 
FIGURES USING ENGINEERING UNITS 
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NASTAAN ivDDEL BULK DATA FOro-lA T 

BULK DATA OECK 
Input Oata Card ~ Simple Beam Element Connectlon 
~'ipt;on: Defines a Simple beam element (BAR) of the structural model, 
Fortll~lt and Examp Ie: 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
I E~~ I PIO I ~~I GB I Xl ;~o X2 X3 F I abc I 39 3 2 123 















Unique element identification number (Integer> 0) 
Identification number of a PBAR propp.rty card (Default is EID unless 3':'R0R card 
has nonzero entry in field 3) (Integer> 0 or blank·) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integer> ::l; GA ~ GBl 
Components of vector V. at end a, (figure l(a) on page 1.3-15} measured dt end a, 
parallel to the 'component: of the displacement coordinate system for GA, to deter-
mine (with the vector from end a to end b) the orientation of the element coordinate 
system for the bar element (Real, x]2 + X2 2 + X3 I > 0 or blank·, see belOW), 
Grid point identification number to optionally supply Xl. X2, X3 (integer> 0 or 
blank·) (see below) 
Flag to specify the nature of fields 6-8 as follows: 
6 7 8 
F = blank· 
F = 1 Xl Xl X3 
F • l GO blank/O blank/O 
Pin flclgs for bar ends a and 1.'1. respectively. that are used to insure that the bar 
cannot resist a force or moment corresponding to the pin flag at that resoective 
end of the bar. (Up to 5 of the unique digits 1-6 anywhere in the field with no 
imbedded blanks; integer> 0) (These degree of freedom ~odes refer to the, element 
force~ and not global forces. The bar must have sti ffness associated wi til the 
pin flag. For example. if pin flag 4 is specified, the bar mU,st have a value for 
J. the tors i ona I cons tant, ) 
Components of offset vectors ;a and ;b' respecti ve ly, (see fi gure 1 (a), page 
1.3-15) in displacement coordinate systems at points GA and Ga, respectively, 
(Real or blank)· " 
Element identification .numbers must be unique with respect to all other element 
identification numbers. 
For an explanation of bar element geometry, see Section 1.3.2. 
Zero (0) must be used in fields 7 and a in order to override entries in these 
fields associated with F • 1 in field 9 on'4 BAR0R card. 
If there are nO pin flags or offsets. the continuation card may be omntted. 
25 
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BULl< DATA DECK 
Input Data Card CELASl Scalar Spring Connection 
















3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
PIO I Gl Cl G2 C2 -I I .J 6 8 1 
Contents 
Unique element identification number (Integer> 0) 
Identification nulliler of a PHA:, ~roperty card (Default is EiD) (Integer >0) 
Geometric grid point identification ntinber (Integer" 0) 
Component number (6 ~ Integer _ 0) 
Scalar points may be used for Gl d,~d/or G2 in WhlCh case the con'e,pordlng C i and/or 
C2 must be zero or blank. Zero or Jlank may be used to indicate d grol;lIded'" 
terminal Gl or G2 with a corresponding hlank or zero Cl or C2. If only scalar points 
and/or ground are involved. it is more efficient to use the CELAS3 card. 
2. Element identification numbers must be unique wi th respect to !.U. other element 
identification numbers. 
3. Th~ two connection points. (Gl, en dnd (G2. e2). must be distinct. 
4. For -1 discussio,n of the scalar elerrents. see Section 5.6 of tne Theoretical 
Ma';ua 1 . 
* A grounded terminal is a scalar point or coordinate of a geometric grid point whose displacement 
is constrained to zero_ 
BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card C@NR@O Rod Element Property and Connection 
~p,tion: Defines a rod element of the structural model without reference to a prooerty cara. 













3 4 },;:" 6 7 8 Gl G2 I .A J I C 16 17 2.69 
Contents 
Unique element identification number (Integer> 0) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integer ~ 0; ~I ; G2: 
Material identification number (Integer> 0) 
Area of rod (Real) 
Torsional constant (Real) 
Coefficient for torsional stress determination (Real) 
Nonstructur:al mass per unit length (Real) 
1. Ele~nt identification numbers must be unique with respect to ill other element 
identification numbers. 
2. For structural problems, C0NR0D cards may only reference MAT1 material cards. 
3. For heat transfer problems, C0NR0D cards may only reference MAT4 or 
MATS material cards. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
input Data Card CQUADl Quadrilateral Element Connection 
Description: Defines a qu~driiateral membrane and bending element (QUAD1) of the structural mOd~!. 
format and Example: 
2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9 
fQUADll EIO I PIO I I 
.-~ 
I I -u l . I ! Gl G2 GJ G4 ... I 
~QUADl I 72 I 13 I 13 I 14 15 I 16 i 29.Z I I 1 




Element identification number (Integer> 0) 
G 1 .G2 ,G3 ,G4 
Identification number of a PQGA01 property card (Default is EI0) (Integer> 0; 
Gri~ point identification numbers of connection points (lnteoer ) 0: 
TH 
G1 ~ G2 ~ G3 ~ G4) 
Material property orientation angle in degrees (Real) 
The sketch below gives the siqn convention for TH. 
G4 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to !ll other element 
identification numbers. 
2. uric uoints ~1 thru G4 must be ordered consecutively around the perimeter of the 
element. 
3. All interior angles must be less than 180°. 
BULK DATA DECK 
II1Put Data Card CQUAD2 Quadrilateral Element Connection 
Description: Defines a homogeneous quadrilateral 
structural model. 
membrane and bending element 






3 4 5 6 7 
p~~ I Gl :! G2 G3 G4 13 14 15 16 
Contents 
Element identification number (Integer> 0) 
8 9 
2!~21 





G1 tG2 .G31.G4 
Identification number of a PQUAD2 property card (Default is (10) (Integer> 0) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integer> 0; 
TH 
Gl ~ G2 ~ G3 ~ G4) 
Material property orientation angle in degrees (Real) 
The sketch bel~ gives the sign convention for TH. 
G4 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to jill other element 
i dent; f; cat; on numbers. -
2. Grid points Gl thru G4 must be crdered consecutively around the perimeter of the 
element. 
3. All interior angles must be less than 180°, 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card. ~ Shear Panel Element Connection 
Description: Defines a ~hear panel element (SHEAR) of the structural model. 









4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
G1 I G2 G3 G4 5 3 7 l 
Contents 
Element identification number (Integer> 0) 
Gl, G2, G3, G4 
Identification number of a PSHEAR property card (Default is EIO) (Integer> 0) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (Integer> 0; 
Gl ~ G2 ~ G3 ; 64) 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to !lL other element 
identification numbers. 
2. Grid points Gl thru G4 must be ordered consecutively around the perimeter of the 
element. 
3 .. A11 interior angles must be less than 180". 
BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card CTRIAl Triangular Element Connection 
Description: Defines a triangular membrane and bending element (TRIAl) of the structural model. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 









Element identification number (Integer> 0) 
Identification number of a PTRIAl property card (Default is EIO) (Integer> 0) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection points (InteQer > 0; 
Gl -; G2 ~ G3) 
Material property orientation angle in degrees (Real) - The sketch be10w gives 
the sign convent~on for'TH. 
G3 
G1~------------------------
Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to all other element 
i denti fi cati on numbers. -
Interior angles must be less than 180°. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card fI!!!B. Triangular Element Connection 
Description: Defines a triangular membrane and bending element (TRIA2) of the structural model. 
Format and Example: 










PID Gl G2 G3 TH 
2 12 1 3 16.2 
Contents 
El~nt identification number (Integer> 0) 
Identification number of a PTRIA2 property card (Default is EIO) (Integer> 0) 
Grid point identification numbers of connection pOints (InteQer >0; 
G 1 ~ G2 ~ G3) 
Material property orientation angle in deqrres (Real) - The sketch below gives 
the sign convention for TH. 
G3 
Gl .. __________ ~ __________ ~ 
Remarks: 1. Element identification numbers must be unique with respect to !!l other element 
identification numbers. 
2. Interior angles must be less than 180°. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card F0RCE Static Load 
Description: Defines a static l.oad at a grid pOint by specifying a vector. 
Forl~at and Examele: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
~CE I SID G criD: F Nl N2 N3 I I I F0RCE 2 5 2.9 0.0 1.0 0.0 ~ -
Contents 
SID Load set identification number (Integer> 0) 
G Grid point identification number (Integer> 0) 
CID Coordinate system identification number (Inteoer ~ 0) 
F Scale factor (Real) 
Nl ,N2 ,N3 Components of Vector meas ured in coordi nate sys tem defi ned by C.D (!<ea 1 ; 
N12 + N22 + N3 2 > 0.0) 
~arks: 1. The static load applied to grid point G is given by 
.... 
where N .i s the vector defi ned in fj e 1 ds 6, 7 and 8. 
2. Load sets must be selected in the Case Control Deck (LOAD=SID) to be 
used by NASTRAN. 
3. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate system. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~ Gravi ty Vector 
Description: Used to define gravity vectors for use in determining gravity loading for the 
structural model. . 







2 I SID 3 4 5 6 I-h I 8 CID G Nl N2 3 32.2 0.0 0.0 
Contents 
Set identification nunber (Integer) 0) 
Coordinate system identification number (Integer ~ 0) 
Gravi ty vector sca le factor (Real) 
9 10 
Hl, N2. H3. Gravity vector components (Real; N1 2 + N22 + N3 2 ) 0.0) 
Remarks: 1. The gravity vector is defined by 
9 = G'(Nl, N2, N3). 
2. A CID of zero references the basic coordinate system. 
3. Gravity loads may be combined with "simple loads" (e.g .• F0RCE, M0MENT) only by 
specification on a L0AD card. That is. the SID ona GRP.V card may not be the same 
as that on a simple load card. ---
4. Load s.ets must be selected in the Case Control Deck (L0AD=SlO) to be used by 
NASTRAN. 
BULK DATAOECK 
I nput Data Canl GRID Grid Point 
Oescription: Defines the location of a qeom&tric grid point of tne ~tructural model, the direc-
tTOn,>' o'fITs displacement, and its permanent single-point constraints. 
1 234 S ~!I~'-_~ID---r~C~P--~~/-I--~X2 
~!l~~ 2 3 1.0 2.0 
I " lJ 
CP 
Contents 
Grid pOint identification number (O<Integer<999999) 
:dentification number of coordinate system in wh; eh the iocation Of the grid 
point is definea (Inteqer ~ 0 or blank*). 
Location of the grid point in coordinate system C? (Real) :0 I X2 ,X3 
CD identificat~on number of coordinate system in wh~ch displacements. degrees of freedom, 
constraints, and solution vectors are defined at the grid point (Integer ~ 0 or blank*) 
P<' .) Permanent single-point constraints associated with grid point (any of the digits 
1-6 with no imbedded blanks) (Integer ~ 0 or blank*) 
1. All grid point identification numbers must be unique with re·spect to ill other 
structurJl. scalar, and fluid points. 
2. The meaning of Xl I X2 and X3 depend on the type of coordinate system, CP , as 
follows: (see C0RD_ card des-:riptions) 
Type Xl X2 X3 
Rectangu 1 ar X y Z 
Cylindrical R 0(degrees) Z 
Spherical R 0(degrees) ~(degrees) 
3. The collection of all CD coordinate systems defined on all GRID cards is called the 
Global Coordinate System. A11 degrees-of-freedom, constraints, and solution vectors 
are expressed in the Global Coordinate System. 
* See the GRDSET card for default options for fields 3, 7 and 8. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~ Material Prope~ty Definition 
Des~r;pt1on: Defines the material properties for linear, temperature-independent, isotropic 
mater; als. 













ST, se, SS 
Contents 
Material identification number (Integer> a) 
Younq's modulus (Real ~ 0.0 or b1ank) 
Shear modulus (Real ~ 0.0 or blank) 
Poisson's ratio (-1.0 < Real ~ 0.5 or blank) 
Mass density (Re~l) 
Thermal expansion coefficient (Real) 
Thermal expansion reference temperature (Real) 
Structural element damping coeffici~nt (Real) 
Stress limits for tension, compression and shear (Real) (Required for Property 
Optimhatlon calculations; othertlise optional jf margins of safety are desiree.) . 
Remarks: 1. One of E or G must be positive (i.e., either E > 0.0 or G > 0.0 or both £ and G ~aJ 









If anyone of E, G or NU is blank, it will be computed to satisfy the identity 
E = 2(1+NU}G; othertlise, values supplied ~y the user will be used. 
The material identification number must be unique for all MATl, MAT2 and MAT] cards. 
MATl materials may be made temperature dependent by u~e 0f the MATT' card. 
The mass density, RHO, will be used to automaticaily compute maS5 for a1] stru<;:tura; 
elements except the two-dimensional bending only elements TRBSe, TRPLT and QDPLT. 
If E and NU or G and NU are both blank they will be both given the value O.C. 
, 
W~ight density may be used in field 6 if the value ~ is enterea en theDARAM car: 
WTMASS, where g is the ~cceleration of ql·,lVity. 9 
Solid elements must not have NU equal to ,).5. 
BULl-, DATA JFO. 
Input D~ta Card PBAR Simple Beam Property 
DescripttKR: Defines the properties of a simple beam (bar) which is used to create Odr ele~ent, 
vra-tne R card. 










4 5 6 
A l1 12 
2.9 5.97 
7 <) 10 
J I ~~S~ r:>< aoc I 
--1 
! i 123 
--L 
I:~~ -+1 __ C_l..-.,......-_C2_' -+-2-~~~ -+-f 4 ~~ 1_E_.1-+ E2 Fl F2 Idef ; . 







Property i~entification number (Integer ~ 0) 
Material identification number (Integer> 0) 
Area of bar cross-section (Real) 




Ci, Di. E1. Fi 
Torsional constant (Real) 
Nonstructural mass per unit length (Real) 
Area factor for ~hear (~eal; 
Stress recovery coefficients (Real) 
~~: 1. For structural problems, PBAR cards may only reference MATl material cards. 
2. See Section 1.3.2 for a discussion of bar element geometry. 
3. For heat transfer problems, PBAR cards may only reference MAT4 or MATS 
materi a1 cards. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~ Scalar Elastic Property 
Description: Used to define the stiffness. damping coefficient, and stress coefficient of a 
scalar elastic element (spring) by means of the CELAS] or CELAS) card. 












3 4 5 6 7 
K GE S I PID K 
4.29 0.06 7.92 I 27 2.17 
Contents 
Property identification number (Integer> O) 
Elastic property value (Real) 
Damping coefficient, ge (Real) 
Stress coefficient (Real) 
8 9 




The user is cautioned to be careful using negative spring values. (Values are 
defined directly on some of the C[LASi card types.) 
2. nn~ or ~WJ a:astic spring propertlPs may be defined on a SIngle card. 
3. For a discuss10n of scalar elements. see ',ection 5.6 of the Theoreti.:al Manual. 
BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card PQUADl General Quadrilateral Element Property 
Descrieti0&e Defines the properties of a general Quadrilateral element of the structural ~odel. 
liiC'TUa'lng nding. membrane. and transverse shear effects. Referenced by the CQUADl card. 
Format and Example: 
QUADl 
PQUADl 

















Property identification number (Integer 0) 
Material identification number for membrane (Integer 2 0) 
Membrane thickness (Real) 
Material identification number for bending (Integer 2 OJ 
Area moment of inertia per unit width (Real) 
Material identificat"on number for transverse shear (Integer ~ 0) 
Transverse shear thickness (Real) 
Nonstructural mass per unit area (Real) 
Fiber distances for stress computation, positive according to the right-hand 
sequence defined on the eQUAOl card (Real) 
Remark~~: 1. Al'I PQUADl cards must have unique property identification numbers. 
2. If T3 is zero, the element is assumed to be rigid in transverse shear. 
3. The membrane thickness, Tl, is used to compute the structural mass for this element. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card PQUAD2 Homogeneous Quadrilateral Property 
Oecription: Oefines the properties of a homogeneous Quadrilateral element of the structural 
model, fncluding bending. membrane and transverse shear effects. Referenced by the CQUAD2 card. 










3 4 5 6 7 
MIO T NSM PID MID 
16 2.98 9.0 45 16 
Contents 
Property identification number (Integer> 0) 
Material identification number (Integer> 0) 
Thickness (Real> 0.0) 
8 9 10 
T NSM 
5.29 6.32 
NSM Nons tructua 1 ma ss per un; t area (Rea 1) 
Remarks:' 1. All PQUAD2 carQs must have unique identification numbers. 
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2. The thickness used to compute membrane and transverse shear properties is T. 
3. The area moment of i nerti a per unit wi dth used to compute the bendi ng s tiffnes sis 
T3/12. 
4. Cuter fiber distances of ~T/2 are assumed. 
5. One or two homogeneous Quadrilateral properties may be defined on a single card. 
BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card PSHEAR Shear Panel Property 
Description: Defines the elastic properties of a shear panel. Referenced by the CSHEAR card. 












5 6 7 
NSM PID I M~D 
16.2 14 
Contents 
Property identification number (Integer> 0) 
Material identification number (Integer> 0) 
Thickness of shear panel (Real; 0.0) 




~elnark~: 1. All PSHEAR cards must have unique identification numbers. 












BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~ General Triangular Element Property 
Descrietion: Defines the properties of a general triangular element of the structural model, 
includlng bending, membrane and transverse shear effects. Referenced by the CTRIAl card. 


















Property identification number (Integer> C) 
Material identification number for membrane (Integer ~ 0) 
Membrane thickness (Real) 
Material identification number for bending (Integer ~ 0) 
Area of moment of inertia per unit width (Real) 
Bending material identification number for transverse shear (Integer ~ 0) 
Transverse shear thickness (Real) 
Nonstructural mass per unit arPd (Real) 
Fiber distances for stress calculations, positive according to the right-hand 
sequence defined on the CTRIAl card (Real) 
All PTRIAl cards must have unique property identification numbers. 
If T3 is zero, the element is assumed to be rigid in transverse shear . 
The .membrane thickness, Tl, is used to compute the structural mass for tnis element. 
BULle DATA DECk 
Input Data Card PTRIA2 Honogeneous Triangular Element Property 
Oescr1¥t'lon: Defines the properties of a hanogeneous triangular element of the structural model. 
1nclUd n9 meMbrane. bending and transverse shear effects. Referenced by the CTRIA2 card. 








-----------~------- -----------~-------234 5 678 
PID 
2 
MID T NSH PIC MID 
16 3.92 14.7 6 16 
Contents 
Property identification number (Integer> 0) 
Material identification number (Integer> 0) 
Thickness (Real> 0.0) 








RIIIrkl: 1. All PTRIA2 cards must have unique identification numbers. 
2. The thickness used to compute the membrane and transverse shear properties is T. 
3. The area moment of inertia per unit width used to compute the bending stiffness is 
T'/12. . 
4. Outer fiber distances of tT/2 are assumed. 
5. One or two homogeneous triangular element properties may be defined on a Single 
card. 
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BULK DATA DECK 
Input Data Card ~ Single-Point Constraint 
Description: Defines sets of single-point constraints. 
Format and Example: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ' , IU 




_t G8 G9 2 8 +BC I -etc. -I I I ----L 
Al ternate Form 







Ice~t;ficilti::,'1 n<.;"':,I''" of Sln<;'p-L'oir,t (vn~trair,t ,,," •• nteger·' ~ 
Component number (Any unique combination of the ji <;i ts 1-6 ;wi th ~'o i~bejded 
blanks) when point identification numbers are gri,1 points; must be n4j~ if :JG~~,: 
identification numbers are scalar points) -
Grid or scalar point identification numbers (Inte r1er ' O~ 
Remarks :1. Note tnat enforced di~placements are not available via this card, 
t i un cards as de~ ired milj dDpedr when ---.rrHRU" is not uSfd, 
2. ~ (oor~inate r~ferenced on this card may not apoear a; d deoendent coordt~at~ ,r d 
:r.\J:tipoint constraint Y'f'lation. nor ']lay ifbe ,'eferenct'd on a SP(' Iilt-'!T, 0tJl-1. 
';IW0PT Cd r~. 
3. ')i(,yie-point con<;tr-air.t '·pt" l'IUSt :100 <;elf'cted ,n tile ':dS':; Cortrol 0erK i<,;lC:·.::':' 
be used by NASTRAN. 
4. ',PC dp'1rees of freedol1' n'ay be rI>duwlantly ~peci fied d<; Derl1'anent (Or1St"d'~tS J1' :"(: 
GRI D (.ard. 
5. All qrid poil')ts t'!,ferel1cpd by GI01 thru GI02 must ex;,:. 
BULK DATA DECK 
Input D~ta Card SPCADD Single-Point Constraint 
Des~riEtion: Defines a single-point constraint set as a union of single-point constraint sets 
aefl nee! Via SPC or SPCl cards. 
Format and Example: 
2 3 456 
-




;rlentification number' for neloJ sinqle-noint (Ons~r·.lint ~t:t (!~l~C\le" 0;., 101 0" 
~,)2 if ,uisymrnetric) 
Identification nunlDers of sinale-point ~urhtr(l",t ~I'L ,jpilneJ vi" src or Sf'C; 
cdr-de, (rnt~<ler O;~I'rSi) 
~~Tark?: 1. Single-point constraint sets must be selected in We Cast> l\,ntr'ol Peck (SPC<dO) to 
be used by NASTRAN. 
2. No Si may be the identification number of a single-puint constraint set defined 
by another SPCADD card. 
3. The Si values must be unique. 







FAIRING NASTRAN MODEL 
Five-digit Con rod & bar element numberi ng scheme 
Item Orientation Gr i d No. 
In the X-direction 
In the Y-di rect ion 
In the Z-direction 
Four-digit CELASI element numbering scheme 
Item 
Scalar spring in X-direction 
Scalar spring in V-direction 















The smallest of the grid number used to define the element boundary is used 
as the identification number. 
CQUAD1, CTRIAI 
CQUAD2, CTRIA2 
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,Figure c-s. _ NASTRAN underwing fairing model - element identifications. 
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Figure C-6. - Bulkhead station 875.00 - pivot fairing. 
Figure C-~. - Fixed/overwing fairing interface - element identification 
local detail vieN from figure C-·L 
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/8 \~ '8 
~ ,8 ;R IR lOS2'+i3R ! ~, '5:;4 
51'+ 
View C View 0 
~~guTe C-8. - Undenving intermediate fairing panel - element 
identification, local panel views from figure (-5. 
17 
151 
Figure C-9. - Overwing fairing influence coefficient point location. 




point Description X Y .., 
-
4- Upper pivot fairing 924.600 -130.500 36.185 
10 Upper pivot fairing 1,013.250 -130.500 33.589 
12 Upper pivot fairing 893.200 -146.500 32.059 
14 Upper pivot fairing 9:4.600 -146.500 33.152 
17 (Jpper pivot C:1 i ring %~). 00 -US.OOO :;5.2-5 
20 Upper pivot fair ing 1,01:) . .2 50 -14~.O()O 33. 1l1(l 
24 Upper pivot fairing 924.600 -163.00 29.11-
30 Upper pivot fairing 1,013.250 -163.000 31. 48-
44 Lower pivot fairing 910.500 -133.500 -5.068 
49 Lower pivot fairing 910.500 -14~.291 -5.282 
54 Lower pivot fairing 970.800 -163.975 -3.189 
57 Lower pivot fairing 1,012.100 -174.784 -1. 594 
58 Lower pivot fairing 883.800 -154.600 -1..+1: 
60 Lower pivot fairing 910.700 -166.237 -1. 307 
62 Lower pivot fairing 937.500 -169.653 -2.092 
64 Lower pivot fairing 959.250 -171.982 -3.650 
65 Lower pivot fairing 970.800 -1~3.ll6 -3.50b 
66 Lower pivot fairing 983.250 -174.338 -2.736 
70 Lower pivot fairing 912.250 -181.000 1.196 
75 Lower pivot fairing 970.800 -182.158 -1. 238 
78 Lower pivot fairing 1,012.100 -183.769 -0.913 
85 Overwing movable fairing 1,133.579 -142.022 16.105 
96 Overwing movable fairing 1, ll1. 821 -152.848 23.367 
ll2 Overwing movable fairing 1,069.687 -153.764 30.181 
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TABLE C- I. - FAIRING INFLUENCE COEFFICIE;ff POINTS - Cont inued 
Coordinate 
SIC 
point Description X Y -... 
114 Oven .... ing Movah Ie Fairino 
"" 
1,077.683 -169.R3.l 27. %8 
116 Oven .... ing movab Ie fairin l1 :-- 1, {):-l-l. 23tl -183.00-l 24.H79 
127 Oven .... ing movahle fairing 1,n-l7.4b7 -lS-l.869 27.b'::1 
128 Forward intennediate fixed fairing 1,036.000 -165.480 31.153 
133 Forward intennediate fixed fairing 1,043.500 -124.230 32.2-+0 
134 FOIWard intennediate fixed fairing 1,063.500 -142.380 30.5:7 
135 Forward intennediate fixed fairing 1,063.500 -124.230 30.US 
136 Fon .... ard intennediate fixed fairing 1,063.500 -llO.360 30.988 
137 Fon .... ard intennediate fixed fairing 1,085.100 -124.230 27.691 
140 Fonvard intennediate fixed fairing 1,096.100 -1l5.000 :S.336 
145 Upper pivot fairing 924.600 -lSi.500 19.3~-
151 Upper pivot fairing 968.300 -187.500 2-+.006 
157 Upper pivot fairing 1,011.000 -187.500 :-+.380 
201 Underwing fairing intelmediate panel 1,105.87 -110.50 4. ~)520 
203 Unden'ling fairing intermediate panel 1,165.87 -13':.:0 -+.3:8'+ 
205 Undenving fairing intermediate panel 1,165.87 -151. 71 3.5536 
207 Undenving fairing intermediate panel 1,165.87 -160.86 3.1902 
209 Underwing fairing aft panel 1,214.50 -1l7.10 5.6481 
211 Undenving fairing aft panel 1,213.10 -133.91 -l.9134 
213 Undenving fairing aft panel 1,212.29 -H3.76 .1.. -+829 
215 Undenving fairing aft panel 1,211.16 -157.36 3.8886 
217 Unden'ling fairing intermediate panel 1,129.20 -175.-l6 1.8669 
219 Unden'ling fairing intennediate panel 1,H7.54 -173.61 2.3121 
221 Unden .... ing fairing intenneJiate panel 1,165.87 -171. ~6 .., ---7 _. , ;" -
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TABLE C-I. - FAIRING INFLUE~CE COEFFICIE~~ POI~7S - Concluded 
Coordinate 
SIC 
point Description X Y -
-
223 Underwing fairing intermediate panel 1,180.35 -1';"0.30 3.1086 
225 Underwing fairing intermediate panel 1,190.90 -169.24 3.3646 I 
227 Underwing fairing aft panel 1,191. 00 -169.24 3.3646 
229 Underwing fairing aft panel 1,210.36 -166.97 3.4685 
231 Unden~ing fairing aft panel 1,2:7.19 -165.00 3.5546 



























Upper pi vot fairing 
1 30 140 I SO 160 . I 70 1 80 
Fuselage V-coordinates - in. 
Figure C-l1. - Deflections for ~STR~'J upper pivot fairing for unit 





































1080 1100 1120 1140 
Fuselage station 
Figure C-12. Deflections for :.lASfRl.N oven .... ing r.1ovable fairing 





























fa i ring 
O~--------~~----------------------------------~--~ 
-O.5~-------r~20--------1-3-0-------1-4-0--------15-0--------16-0----
Fuselage V-coordinate - in. 
Figure C-13. - Deflections for ;..IASTRAN undendng intennediate rairing 


































o~--------------------------~--------~ ______ ~ 120 130 140 150 160 
Fuselage V-coordinate - in. 
Figure C-14. - Deflections for \ASTR~~ underwing aft faiying 






































-4~------~------------------------~------------~ 140 150 160 170 
Fuselage V-coordinate - in. 
Figure C -15. - Deflections for ~srR~\ Imojer pivot fairing 
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H3- cauan 510 12411 ~n /0 505 ~15 514 
194- CQUAI)2 511 1IJ 75 ! 1 t 51Z 522 521 
395- COUlD2 512 107'> ~12 51 :t 52] '>22 
~q6- CQUlD2 513 1(174 ~U 514 521t 523 
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.. .,10- eOIJAf' 2 0111 liHd (n 1 0112 612 611 
"05- eOUlO2 60Z 10 f..J (0. 603 613 612 
.. ,,6- e aUA [) 2 60] 1" (l HJ:! 61110 014 ·6B 
ItO 7- CflUAD2 611 .... 5<3 f1S 612 622 6U 
;J.- .. \J 8- eOUAUZ 612 .... 5<3 H • 613 623 E22 
1-" 
.. 09- caUAil2 613 .. 338 f1~ 6110 6210 62] 
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f-' "1"- COUADZ 621 1t45q EZI 6ZZ 63~ (~1 0 411- C al.ll 0 l 622 .. 4!iQ (2£ &23 633 ( ~2 III 
~ "12- COUAQZ 62'1 .. 5 .... IiZ~ 6Zlo 63 .. 6B 
.. u- C 'lUl ~2 624 .. 5111 £21, 620:; 635 6:-.. 
::0 Itl .. - COUAIJ2 631 .... 5<) 131 632 6 .. 2 61,1 (!) 
.. 15- COUA('2 6 '12 "45<) p~ 1)33 6 .. 3 ( I,Z Ul 
"16- caUA02 631 .. 511" f:!~ 63" b .... (1,1 (!) 
III "17- caUA02 63 .. .. 518 f3,.· 619 6 .. 5 f .... 
'i 
"1 1- COUAD2 6"1 .... <;9 '''1 642 652 Hl n 
::r "19- C aUlO 2 o ItZ ,. .. 0:;1 h~ 6 .. 3 65 .. r,53 
Vl "2..1- COUAuZ 6 .. ] .. 511 .. f .. ~ olt .. 655 651, 
rt .. 21- caUAD2 6 .. " "518 f.It I, 6 .. '1 65& E55 ~ 
.. 2Z- COUAD2 1111 .. 5 ~r; ;:11 70 Z 712 711 .~ 
.. 23- COUAIJZ 7L1Z "5e5 10, 10 ] 713 712 
"Z"- CQUADZ 7nl .... III ;~ ~ 7J 10 11 .. 713 
425- COUAD2 711 .. 5 .. 0 711 712 7Z2 721 
'Tl 
"26- COUAOZ 712 .. 555 jU 713 7Z3 7Z2 III 
1-" .. Z 7- COUlD2 713 .. 1055 ~1 :! HE 7Z .. i2l 
"i 
"Z 8- COUAD2 721 "567 721 7Z2 732 731 
.." 
:::l "29- caUle2 722 4567 iH 123 733 732 
OQ 
.. 3U- COUl)2 723 .. 1067 7Z! 7Z ~ 73" 733 
Vl .. 31- COUAnz 7ltl lU E3 j I, 1 ,..2 752 751 
rt 432- CQUlO2 HZ 10 f3 7H 7"l 753 752 ~ .. 33- CaUA['I2 752 100 751 752 762 HI 
n 
"34- COUAD2 753 10 63 ;5, 753 763 TEl rt ~ "3'j- C:HEA~ 111111 101,0 111 112 612 Ell 
'i 4H- C:' HEA~ 10112 10 It;) lH 113 61 ] 612 (!) 
.. 37- C~ HEA~ 311113 1;)1,('1 it;! 111, 61" 6U 
"311'" caIAl 115 .. 512 lu 0:; 12e: 125 
"39- CTklAt 314 "'39 31 1 315 3Z" 
.... J- CT 1([ Al 133 .. 73Q 333 :n .. lit'! 
"41- e- iiI A 1 352 10139 ~5?' 353 ~51t 
.... 2- CHill 1 161 .. a 0" ~51 l62 3bl 
.. 41- e' RI Ai 1023 .... a<3 1t2 ~ .. 34 433 
...... - CHlAl .. 3 .. ..22 .. 431. It .. 5 ...... 
.... 5- CIICI At .... 5 .. 150 .... ~ .... 6 .. 55 
.... 6- C RlAl .. 51, "2011 .. 51, .. 55 .. b .. 
447- e T RIAl "61 .. 2 Iii> lE 1 "72 .. 71 
It ... - CTRUI 4b .. "155 I,E ~ .. 6 .. ..7 .. 
.... '1- C' ~[l1 .. n .. 290 172 .. 73 .. 81 
1t5d- C', RL At .. 7j "15iJ "7~ .. , .. 1,81 
.. o to 1 E 0 B U L K r. A A f C H 0 
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::ou~r • 1 •• l •• J • • It •• 5 •• E . . 7 • • II •• 9 •• lD • 
It51- C·· fit A l 104 10 £Iii 10" 105 1 lit 
.5Z- C'. ~LA2 275 43611 2H 27E 285 
1t53- C1 1ft A2 2111 It It 05 Hl 292 291 
itS It- C' RtA2 211~ 1t351 211 It ZII5 295 
.. 50;- C~ RIAl 501 10 75 501 506 511 
1t5b- C-IU A2 5D2 10 75 !f! c 5116 501 
1t57- c· UA2 0j1l3 1075 ~O ~ 512 506 
P- 1t5 t- C f,'[ AZ 504 1075 !:OE 512 511 
1-" 459- C· ~a2 506 10 1~ ~O ! 507 513 ~ 
t-' 1t60- C, IitA2 507 1075 !:O .. 507 503 
0 461- C I<L A2 5011 11170j !lOIt 51 .. 507 ~ 
~ 462- C I PIA 2 509 10 7~ 507 514 513 1t63- C"r RtA2 511 11175 ~ .. j 516 541 
fti' 1t64- C,HA2 532 1117~ !:! j 5J~ 536 
til 1t65- C'! t<~A2 533 11) 75 !!2 51t2 536 
Cb 46&- C" I<[ A 2 534 1075 ~:H 5 .. 2 51t1 
~ 4&7- C"k[A2 535 11l7~ ~:!l 51t3 542 ~ 
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~ 
.. &~ C' HA2 60ft lHJ fr" &'5 61ft 
Ul 470- FO,~CE It lftZ ".001 t.o ". :J "71. !82 
rt 471- Fe ,~:E 
" 
151 l. ell 1 u • ..; c.o 1 H. 214 ~ 
,9.- 472- F(;"CE 4 10j2 0.1101 0.0 0.0 452. loa ft 473- FO';::E 1C 272 n. 001 0.0 .. " HZ. ,51 
471+- FORe.: 10 281 U. juH lI.u Q.l l11E. !ft8 
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't75- FL":E 111 282 a. (101 0.0 C.D 2Dl.4Dl 
~ 47f>- F",;~:a: 12 122 o. DO 1 o. a ~.D 107. Ii&! 
1-" 477- FO"C[ 12 123 D. 00 1 0.11 t.1l 87'1. !18 ~ 478- FOf,:':: 12 13~ 1).001 II. Il U.O 21.721 1-" 
!:j 47~ FI.i O<~e:: 14 143 J.001 D.D D.1l HI. ,94 (JQ 1", J- Fl,:E lit 152 ".1)01 O. :J [.J 14f. ,27 
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rt 
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~ 486- FO"CE 2J 28Z '\. (l1J 1 11 • ..t t. n 112.5J6 (]) 
1t81- FO;;>~:: 2i1 281 oj. oJrH O. J tI.o 71.0 f3 
486- flo ,,:: E 24 lit It G.Olll u. n 0 ... "H. <j42 
"8 ~- Flw::10 l4 153 0.001 !:. iJ C. il 31.71 c; 
1t9 J- FO~::E 21t 154 II. liD 1 0.1) ~. , <;5<;. ~1t2 
4'11- FOI'(;E J" 27 ~ U. wOl .... :1 J.I) 13.71" 
492- FI ... C: 11; 271t O. Oli 1 O. 'l 0.0 94J. J9l 
1t9 J- F')! ... ~ ~ 30 2114 .1.1101 ". I! Q.O ~f..l '14 
Itq4- FO~ CE: .... fl27 J. 001 0.0 I. U 15&. ''IZ 
"95- FOt::" 44 fl3t 11.001 I. II O.J 15J.r..H 
49b- Fr''''~E 1t4 f>3? 11.001 U.J ",.D 1,9".192 
49 ,- F':. ,'.: € .. q f,23 a. JO 1 
"'." 
t.1I 371.451 
49 @- FO'<:F: .. q 612 u. Cl.l 0." 0 • .) 11)11. Btl 
0) "q (- FO <:: [ .. q f.n ,. I J 1 O •• , ... v 514. all 
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51.1 2- FOk.r.E 5 .. 72' O~ 001 U. J D .... ~1l2. ~27 
51l1- FOi.::: 57 '51 Ii. DO 1 0.0 Il.O Iofl".081 
511 It- Ft fi:c 57 75 , 0.001 11.0 w.D 331 ... 50 
5i15- Fe ~:::: 57 7&2 1]. "1/1 1. :\ .1.0 20 ... 47'; 
506- FO~.::~ 58 6u 10 1]. DO I 11. il (.0 - "E. 1t62 
507- FO;.:!:E 58 fl13 0.11611 O. J C. " 374. 107 
:,t... 508- FOF~E 58 £>lit J. 061 I O. II Ii. 0 En. 155 
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~J J- GI .) 1U ~ 81.89 -11,8.&7 311.f,~Ol 
6J .. - G' .:J 11/0 e8 It. 25 -163.S .. 21t."01~ 
&05- G !) 121 I" i. 5 -11.,.&3 19.11 H~ 
6J6- G .1 122 f qt. 2 2 -1211.57 36.3H" 
&iI 7- Gf 1) 12~ f I?~. 2 II -11011.&7 31. 1,3 ~g 
~ 6101 11- (0. J.~ 12 .. P9S.53 -163.50 2( •• 30 ~g 
1-" 611q- r" D 125 ~ C!~. 12 -11/0.25 21. &~1 ~ 
'i 
....... 61 J- G'D 12fo 9ilL./l1I -187. SC 13. '102 
" 0 611- Gi 1) III eQ9.c;u -112.% 39. H 7& ~ g. 612- (i11) 132 911 c. a5 -130.11 36.1Q~~1 
6tJ- Gr .) 133 gO It. 811 -1/011.&1 32. Of!€> 
~ 6110- Go .I.) 1310 ~., 1. fl r. -163.50 21. £'107 615- GI .. ) 135 ~JI.71 -175.50 22.7' 11 VI &16- GI1) U6 ~1J.55 -187.511 15. 170'q (1) 
~ &17- G • .I.) 137 81?~. 5 -112.90 39. H 
'i 
€IllI- G 1) 1/01 911t. 75 -115.19 38. TeOIt n 
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rt 621- G, .) 1 .... Ht.1I1) -163. 5~ 28.5225 t:: 622- G, i) 1 .. 5 H f. 70 -17'5.50 2".2179 ,~ &2.i- Gf .0 1 .. & nC.53 -181.50 111 ... 13'1 £, 
021t- G' .. ) lit 7 c;1I!.7/l 
-1 7 5.5" 2 ... 21 H 
625- Gi .. ) 1 .. " qzC.5~ -1117.50 18.1o!311 
" 'Tl 626- Go .) 151 QH.OO -119. 'hi H.ClQ76 ~ 
1-" 627- Gr .I.) 152 n C. (, Ii -133.113 15.5~elo 
'i 6211- Gi IJ 153 9H.OO -1"8.!:7 32.l!fE~ 1-" 
::s 629- G' .) 15 .. 9H.II0 -163.5;) 29.21 .. 7 
(JQ 6],)- G"n 155 <;3 t. 7" -175.50 25,"!11 
(fl &31- Gr .I.) 15& 931 ... 7 -1117.50 20.'5ef2 I) 
rt &32- Gf .I.) 151 ~3(.71t 
-175.5" 25./o~1~ ~ 6] J- Go IO 158 931. It 7 -187.511 lO.5t63 6 
n 63'+- G'lJ 159 932.0 -119. 0 36.7f ~ 615- Gt.") 1&1 9 .. Ie. 010 -119.1l0 37 ... E09 (1) 63b- GI1) 162 ' .. L. 0 .. -133.83 35.6 Hl 
&37- GI .1.0 1&3 ""Ie.lllo -1 .. 8.&7 13.6 .. ~e 
6311- G' l[) 161t 9ltle. 0" -161.51i 29.9527 
6]9- G~ 1J 165 0;" fo. 0" -1 7 5.50 26 ... tell 
& .. ,,- Gr I) 166 91e Ie. 0" -11l7.5ij Z2.2~10 I; 
61t 1- G"lD 171 0; It Ie. I),. -119. Oil 37 ... ~DQ 
&42- G" .I.~ 172 cit It. a .. -133.8] 35.6le1 15E: 
&It 3- {j;'.1) 113 CJIt Ie. Olt -1"8.67 33.6"0;8 156 
6 .. ,.- GFJ.~ 17 .. 0; .. Co. 0 .. -163.511 29.9~27 151: 
6lt5- Gf 1) 170; 91e 7.0 -11 9.0 35.0;7 
&1t6- G-.r.O 17& 96 :.0 -119.0 3".3! 
647- (lIJ.() 201 ' ..... 0 .. -119.00 ]1.4tOCJ 
6 .. 8- Gr .. 1 2112 'l ..... 0 .. -lll.83 35.f,il1 
6 .. 9- GHO 20] q .. Co. 0" -1 Ie 8. 67 ~3.E"QIl 
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&51- GIi' .I.) 2a5 «; ..... 0 .. -175.50 2& ... fl88 
&52- G~~ 10 206 ~II II. 0 .. -181.50 2Z.Z!10 £, 
653- Gt !) 211 «;5 E. 85 -119.00 36.9017 
65 .. - GF 10 212 C;5e. as -133. U 3IS.!«;t9 
655- G~ 10 213 C;5 f. 85 -1 .... 61 31t ... 596 
656- G,' . .I.Q 211t C;511.85 -163.50 30. e9 .. 3 
657- GI 11 215 CiS f. 85 -175. '50 21.11017 
~ 658- Gf n 216 C;S f. 85 -181.50 23.5EE6 6 
~. 659- GII0 H1 Ci5 e. 85 -115.5" 21 ... 0H 
'i 
...... 66"- Gf'1) 218 C;r; f.85 -H1.Su 23.5EE6 6 
0 &61- :; 1:1 221 97~. 55 -119. iI" 36.21e9 ~ 662- Gf A,) 222 ~7:!. 55 -133.8! 35.6!H 663- (;t, .i) 223 97!.5r; -1 .. 8.61 3".6~H 
~ 66 It- GI J.O 224 97 !. 55 -1~3.51i 31.5175 
Vl 66'5- G! 1:1 225 ~73.55 -115.511 2ft.U!? 
l\) &6&- Gi 1) 226 9n.55 -1 ",. 511 ZIt.HO .. & 
IU 667- Gr, ",'l ?27 ~7 ~.55 -11r;.511 28.1!37 
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